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Statement of Purpose
This is Deepa Bista, 25 years old Nepalese citizen and a permanent resident of Khoplang VDC8, Gorkha, Nepal, living with other four members of my family, namely Mr Bharat Raj BistaFather, Ms Nani Maiya Bista- Mother, Ms Rajeshwori Bista (Arya) Elder Sister and Mr Tika
Ram Jayshe- Husband.
Since we are the local dweller of this Khoplang VDC, my father owns a land and a two and a
half-storey building at the core of the Gorkha where our land is one of the major sources of
income from agricultural product, fruits product, animal husbandry as well as the milk
produciton. In addition to it, my elder sister works as a Lab-Technician in a reputed poly clinic
called ‘Kushal Poly Clinic (P.) Ltd.’. So that we are financial sound and well established middle
class family in this VDC.
As far as my academic qualification is concerned, I have successfully completed my School
Leaving Certificate (S L C) in First Division from a reputed school in Gorkha, ‘Annapurna Ma
Vi’ in the year 1999. Later in the year 2003, I succeeded to complete my Higher Secondary
Education (10+2) in the faculty of Management (Marketing as Major) in Second Division. I also
have given an IELTS test where I scored 5.5 band widths.
The above mentioned qualification focused on the Management sector of an organisation where
the marketing and finance will play the significant role. The curriculum helped me develop my
skill in Management through the knowledge of various courses. An optimum use of Microsoft
Office including the programming like Fox Pro and C++ helped me develop my skill in
computer. To broaden my knowledge, I joined for the Graphic Designing Course in a reputed
institution called ‘Arena Multimedia’ affiliated to India. This helped me gain my perspective
towards the aspect of graphic designing and multimedia. At the same time, I joined Richmond
Fellowship Nepal as an Administrative Assistant. This organization has taught me many things. I
had the responsibility of scheduling meetings, preparing memorandums, looking after
communication, etc. Apart from the official works, I was also responsible for the designs of
pamphlets, posters, flyers, brochure, forms, etc. which I enjoy the most.
After stepping on the first phase of my professional career in graphic designing, it influenced me
to go for its college degree which is not available in Nepal. Thus, I decided to go for a fantastic
study destination, Melbourne, Australia. Melbourne, the city with its multicultural and
cosmopolitan feature maintaining good student friendly environment influenced me to go for
Australia where living cost would not become a key factor of obstacle. So, I chose Cambridge
International College (CIC) to help fulfill my desire and ambition of becoming a professional
Graphic Designer. Apart from this, the qualification of certificate III in Graphic Pre-press
(CRICOS 058298J) and Diploma in Multimedia (CRICOS 043985J) from CIC will be a valuable
asset in my whole life that will be accepted by everyone in the world.
After completion of my two years VET course, I wish to go for the University Degree as well
and gain more knowledge about graphic design. With this qualification, I will also fall on the
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same category of few Professional Graphic Designers in Nepal. I strongly believe the
qualification that I get in Australia will highly be appreciated.
The total expenses regarding my studies and stay in Melbourne during my academic period will
be AUD 18,000 Certificate III in Graphic Press and Diploma in Multimedia (Tuition Fee) +
AUD 29,000+20,000 (Living expenses for me and my wife) + AUD 4,000 (Air Fare) + AUD
2,000 (Miscellaneous) = AUD 82500 which is equal to NRS. 4950000 (in word Four Mission
Nine Hundred Thousands only)
Thank you!

Subodh Sunuwar (Mukhiya)
Date: 09 June 2008

